
Single photon counting SOI pixel detector for X-ray imaging

Counting type pixel detectors has been developing rapidly owing to the benefits of the advanced processes. Aiming at the high resolution low noise single photon counting detector, which would be used for 2-6keV X-ray 
imaging, a double SOI pixel senor, CPIXTEG3b was designed and characterized. To achieve uniform threshold distribution which is critical figure of merit for counting type pixel detector, a local 4-bit DAC was equipped in each 
pixel. The threshold dispersion was shrunk to 10 e- after tuning. The low noise level of full matrix has been demonstrated by a merit of “zero” noise count. The detailed study of detection efficiency has demonstrated a 
homogeneous response to a flat field of illumination and also revealed the issue of charge sharing at such a fine pitch of 50 um. Focus on this issue and incorporated the successful designs from the CPIXTEG3b, a successor 
called CNPTEG1 was designed with additional charge sharing arbitration logic equipped in each 52um*60 um hexagonal pixel. Beam test has been performed to verify the effectiveness of the arbitration logic. In the following 
the test result of two Double-SOI detectors will be introduced.

Introduction

In the SOI pixel detector, the strong capacitive coupling between sensing electrode and in-
pixel circuit result in large pickup, which becomes a fundamental issue particularly for those 
designs with digital part inside pixel. To mitigate this issue, an improved process called 
double-SOI, has been developed and introduced a second device layer to shield the pickup 
from the in-pixel circuit. As a result, excellent low noise was achieved.

A double SOI chip CPIXTEG3b

• 50 um pixel pitch
• High resistive sensitive layer with 300 um full 

depletion thickness
• Middle silicon layer (SOI2) as dedicated shielding layer, 

and compensate the trapped charge caused by TID at 
the same time

Noise

• The mean noise value obtained from Gaussian fit was 52 e-, 
and only a few pixels with its TN over 70 e-.

• The FPN decreased from 42 e- to 10 e- after threshold tuning, 
improved by a factor of 4. 

• The center shift from 862 e- to 782 e- was caused by the 
tuning method. 

Successor-CNPTEG1

CNPTEG1 almost has the same Double SOI 
sensor with CPIXTEG3b. It has 17k pixels 
with hexagonal shape. The pixel size is 52um
in center to center pitch, which is the 
smallest in the world while keeping 18+1 
bits counter and handling circuit of charge 
sharing.

Suppress the impact of charge sharing 
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The double count due to charge sharing at two-pixel 
border is about ~22% of normal count. And it almost 
disappeared once the charge sharing arbitration logic 
was on.
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With the shielding effectiveness of Double SOI structure, 
excellent low noise has been achieved in CPIXTEG3b, a pixel 
detector with in-pixel binary counter. The impact of charge 
sharing in border area of pixels need to be overcome by a 
dedicated logic. This has been realized in another chip 
CNPTEG1, in which the “Winner-Takes-Counts” logic has been 
implemented to arbitrate the events involved with charge 
sharing. The beam test of CNPTEG1 verified that the double 
count at pixel border can be suppressed effectively by the 
arbitration logic.

The structure of Double-SOI technology

Pixel detectors fabricated with the SOI process have 
been gaining popularity in X-ray imaging because of 
features such as monolithic process, full in-pixel CMOS 
circuitry, small parasitic capacitances, and high 
resistive handle wafer with full depletion thickness up 
to several hundred microns. 

• Charge sensitive preamplifier
• AC coupled shaper
• Diode-biased inverter as the discriminator, equipped 

with 4bit DAC for threshold tuning 
• 6 bit ripple counter
• 6 bit shift register for threshold tuning and control of 

each individual pixel 

 Pixel sensor

 Pixel circuit

 Read out
• 64*64 pixels
• Driven by a 200MHZ clock
• Readout time ~200us/frame

Data chain organized in column

Signal processing chain 

 TN, FPN and threshold tuning

 “Zero” Noise count

• The chip was put in a dark room and perpendicular to the 
horizon, with threshold set to 3 keV (820 e-). 360 images 
were obtained with an exposure time of 10s per frame.

• The discrete tracks were obtained in individual frames, 
which point to the passage of cosmic rays rather than 
random noise count.

• This capability of “zero” noise count is consistent with the 
measurement result of low TN and FPN.

X-ray sensitivity 
 Beam test at KEK PF-14A

 Merit of SOI technology

 Double SOI pixel sensor for pickup issue

 Charge sharing
• When the X-ray shot at the border, the generated charge would 

be shared and collected by two or more pixels. The impact of 
charge sharing can be revealed by the 10 um micro beam 
scanning across the border area. 

• One dimension scan: By properly setting the threshold to one 
half of X-ray energy, the multiple count or count-loss at the 
edge can be avoided.

• Two dimension scan : The inevitable inefficiency can be seen 
clearly at the four-pixel corner with threshold set to half of the 
photon energy. The impact of charge sharing was significant 
especially for the pixel with small pitch like CPIXTEG3b.

• The counting rate was measured at different bias voltage. The 
sensor was calculated to be partly depleted to around 117 μm
at -100 V bias. It requires a bias voltage greater than -600V to 
fully deplete 300 μm sensor.

• In flat-field response, the inhomogeneity of the pixel array was 
obtained to be 3.8% for 6 keV and 2.0% for 16 keV with 
threshold set to half of the photon energy in both case.

 Pixel circuit
• Dual gain amplifier with constant current 

feedback
• AC coupled shaper
• Discriminator equipped with local 4-bit fine DAC
• 18+1bit LFSR counter 
• 7-bit control register (1 bit for high/low gain 

mode, 1bit for test input, 1bit for charge sharing 
arbitration logic, 4bit for threshold tuning)

• Charge sharing arbitration logic

 Charge sharing arbitration logic

• “Winner-Takes-Count” logic: Compare the charge between 
adjoining pixels and make the winner take the count.

 1d scan

 The effectiveness of the charge sharing arbitration 
logic was verified in the beam test using ~10um 
micro beam scanning across the border area. The 
beam energy was 18keV, and the pixel threshold was 
~6keV.

Up: noise distribution; down: threshold 
distribution before and after local DAC tuning

Noise count with one hour accumulation 

CNPTEG1 pixel layout

Charge sharing handling circuit

Counting rate dependence on bias voltage 
for 6 keV and 16 keV micro beam. 

Counting rate dependence on the 
micro beam position in 1D scan

Total counting rate dependence on 
the micro beam position in 2D scan

Block diagram of CNPTEG1 Pixel circuit

Function of charge sharing 
arbitration logic

Total counting rate dependence on 
the micro beam position in 2D scan

Counting rate of pixels  dependence on the micro 
beam position, the sum count has also plotted

Aiming at high resolution low noise photon 
counting detector, and suppressing  the charge 
sharing effects, a Double SOI chip CNPTEG1 
was designed and developed by IHEP and KEK.

 2d scan

Compared to the micro beam 2D scan of CPIXTEG3b, as 
shown in the “X-ray sensitivity” part, the homogeneity 
in border area was much better in CNPTEG1.

Arbitration logic off

Arbitration logic on

Arbitration logic on

 Motivation

Aiming at the high resolution low noise single photon counting detector used for synchrotron 
radiation experiment, two Double SOI chip CPIXTEG3b and CNPTEG1 have been successively 
designed and developed by IHEP and KEK. 
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